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Business Aviation Association).

SITA, as sponsor and operator of the domain,
promotes development of new services on a
not-for-profit basis.

Individual airlines, airports and other members
of the air transport sector are encouraged to
contribute, support and develop the work of
the DAC in shaping the domain according to
community needs.
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Business Aviation Association).

SITA, as sponsor and operator of the domain,
promotes development of new services on a
not-for-profit basis.

Individual airlines, airports and other members
of the air transport sector are encouraged to
contribute, support and develop the work of
the DAC in shaping the domain according to
community needs.

.aero
Innovative Internet-based services built on aviation naming
and coding structures

The logic of a community roadmap

Community initiative

About SITA

“The intent behind .aero is to facilitate the community’s transition from a single

The .aero infrastructure and conventions have been

SITA is the world’s leading provider of integrated

centralized network to a complete Internet environment – by developing a

developed and are monitored in co-operation with

information and telecommunication solutions

the Dot Aero Council (DAC). This advisory body

to the air transport industry. With more than

includes representatives from ACI (Airports Council

50 years’ experience, SITA now has around 740

International), CANSO (Civil Air Navigation Services

members and 1,800 customers – including airlines,

Organisation), FAGSA (Federation of Airline General

airports, travel distribution and computer reservation

Sales Agents), FAI (Fédération Aéronautique

systems, governmental organizations, aerospace

Internationale), IATA, ICAO and NBAA (National

and air-freight companies.

predictable naming structure through which industry systems can communicate
with each other.” Marie Zitkova, .aero Business Manager

sponsored by

For example, while most airlines have moved to an

Get involved

IP network environment, some still rely on legacy

The .aero domain is a community initiative – and as

networks. From a community perspective,

such depends on the talent and skills of its members.

development or standardization of messaging

We need to bring together interested users to explore

formats, naming schemes or communication

and develop .aero further, to shape the domain

mechanisms taking advantage of the Internet should

according to the community’s needs.

also provide for transition from and translation to
legacy messaging.

If you would like to contribute to the future of the
air transport community’s own domain, this is your

At the same time, this level of future planning

opportunity: send an e-mail to aero.enquiries@sita.aero

should avoid the expensive "two transitions" trap

or go to www.information.aero and press the

of simply migrating old formats and ways of doing

“Contact us” button.

things to the new environment, only to be faced
with a later redesign to take advantage of the other

Find out more

special properties and strengths of the Internet.

For more information on future developments
within .aero or to register your domain name visit
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